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Part I 

Answer all 28 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. For each 
statement or question, choose the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the 
statement or answers the question. Record your answers on your separate answer sheet. [56] 

1 Given: 1:1ABD, BC is the perpendicular bisector of AD 

B 

Which statement can not always be proven? 
--)J{ AC :::: DC 

~BC:::: CD 

(3) LACB :::: LDCB 

(4) 1:1ABC :::: 1:1DBC 

2 In the diagram of circle 0 shown below, chord CD is parallel to 
-- ,...-.... 

diameter AOB and mCD = 110. 

,...-.... 

What is mDB? 

@)35 
(2) 55 
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l/0 

(3) 70 

(4) 110 

[2] 

Use this space for 
computations. 



3 Given the statement: 

One is a prime number. 

What is the negation and the truth value of the negation? 

@ One is not a prime number; true 

(2) One is not a prime number; false 

(3) One is a composite number; true 

(4) One is a composite number; false 

4 Triangle ABC has the coordinates A(1,2), B(5,2), and C(5,5). 
Triangle ABC is rotated 180° about the origin to form triangle A'B'C'. 
Triangle A'B'C' is 

(1) acute (3) obtuse 

( 2) isosceles £(4)) righ(t yC) 1 Ov1 1 {)Y) 

u~ s l~r70? } s frt5 or ve~( ~ ter 

5 vVhat is an equation of the circle with center (-5,4) and a radius of 7? 

(1) (x - 5)2 + (y + 4)2 = 14 

(2) (x - 5)2 + (y + 4)2 = 49 

(3) (x + 5)2 + (y - 4)2 = 14 

® (x + 5)2 + (~ - 4)2 = 49 

6 In 6.ABC, LA::::: LB and LC is an obtuse angle. Which statement 
is true? 

~ AC ::::: AB and BC is the longest side. 

({g)) AC ::::: BC and AB is the longest side. 

(3) AC ::::: AB and BC is the shortest side. 

( 4) AC ::::: BC and AB is the shortest side. 
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Use this space for 
computations. 
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7 In the diagram of 6.ABC below, medians AD and BE intersect at 
point F. 

A 

~ 
B D C 

If AF = 6, what is the length of FD '? 

(1) 6 @ 3 

(2) 2 (4) 9 

8 In circle 0, diarneter AB intersects chord CD at E. If CE =ED, then 
LCEA is which type of angle? 

( 1) straight 

(2) obtuse 

X acute 

(~~right 

-- - -9 If 6.ABC = 6.JKL :::::::: 6.RST, then BC must be congruent to 

(1) JL ([iJ ST 

(2) ]K (4) RS 
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computations. 



10 In the diagram of .6.ABC below, AB is extended to point D. 

c 

8 

Use this space for 
computations. 

6x :; _tt4=6 f Jx+lD 
01: ~ Lf~,t t<i 0 
;}-x ;) )() 
x~~~ 

D 

If mLCAB = x + 40, mLACB = 3x + 10, and mLCBD = 6x, 
what is mLCAB? 

(1) 13 
(2) 25 

(3) 53 

@65 

11 The bases of a right triangular prism are .6.ABC and .6.DEF. Angles 
A and D are right angles, AB = 6, AC = 8, and AD = 12. What is 

the length of edge BE ? 

w 10 
(S9 12 
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(3) 14 

(4) 16 

[5] 
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12 What is the equation of circle 0 shown in the diagram below? 

(1) (x + 4)2 + (y - 1)2 = 3 

(2) (x - 4)2 + (y + 1)2 = 3 

@ (x + 4)2 + (y - 1)2 = 9 

(4) (x - 4)2 + (y + 1)2 = 9 

y 

X 

13 The diagram below shows the construction of line m, parallel to 
line £, through point P. 

Which theorem was used to justifY this construction? 

(1) If two lines are cut by a transversal and the alternate interior 
angles are congruent, the lines are parallel. 

(2) If two lines are cut by a transversal and the interior angles on 
the same side are supplementary, the lines are parallel. 

~ If two lines are perpendicular to the same line, they are parallel. 

~ If two lines are cut by a transversal and the corresponding angles 
are congruent, they are parallel. 
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14 The lateral area of a right circular cone is equal to 1201T cm2. If the 
base of the cone has a diameter of 24 em, what is the length of the ') 
slant height, in centimeters? y:; I~ / J-OfG f( { 1 ~) ( ( 
(1) 2.5 @ 10 -----;:::::-~ 
(2) 5 (4) 15.7 ld-lJ / ;;;._Tf 

15 A student wrote the following equations: 

3y + 6 = 2x 
2y- 3x = 6 

The lines represented by these equations are 

(1) parallel 

(2) the same line 

J8,{ perpendicular 

(Ji} intersecting, but not perpendicular 

16 In a coordinate plane, the locus of points .5 units from the x-axis is the 

(1) lines x = 5 and x = -5 

~ lines y = 5 andy = -5 

(3) line x = 5, only 

(4) line y = 5, only 

17 The sides of a triangle are 8, 12, and 15. The longest side of a 
similar triangle is 18. What is the ratio of the perimeter of the 
smaller triangle to the perimeter of the larger triangle? 

(1) 2:3 @.5:6 1 > 5 
~ 

(2) 4:9 (4) 25:36 1 0 / 6 
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computations. 
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18 Lines m and n are in plane Yf. What is the converse of the statement 
"If lines m and n are parallel, then lines m and n do not intersect"? 

(1) If lines m and n are not parallel, then lines m and n intersect. 

(2) If lines m and n are not parallel, then lines m and n do not intersect. 

(3) If lines m and n intersect, then lines m and n are not parallel. m If lines m and n do not intersect, then lines m and n are parallel. 

Use this space for 
computations. 

19 When the system of equations y + 2 = (x - 4)2 and 2x + y - 6 = 0 ) / 
is solved graphically, the solution is {% _ Yj '- ... ] -=- .. X' fb 
~ (-4,-2) and (-2,2) (3) (-4,2) and (-6,6) ~~.,~X -t-/6 ·)_ ~ ... )_xtb 
~ (4,-2) and (2,2) (4) (4,2) and (6,6) )(1- .... ~ '( /- f{ ~ D 

y t; -~ltf) tb:; 'l LK --tt)( X-' J-) 1 0 
y , *~a) -r 6 $ ;)_ X'~ q 1 ;).... 

20 In the diagram of D. UVW below, A is the midpoint of UV, B is the 

midpoint of UW, C is the midpoint of VW, and AB and AC are , 

drawn. )(}X+ l J ~ 7)( -J 
u 0x ~)._-~ !x-J 

r;jx 

c w 
~-------h-3 1 

7(5) -3 :;.1J../~~ /b 
IfVW = 1x- 3 and AB = 3x + 1, what is the length ofVC? 

(1) 5 ®) 16 

(2) 13 (4) 32 
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Use this space for 
21 Two prisms have equal heights and equal volumes. The base of one computations. 

is a pentagon and the base of the other is a square. If the area of the 
pentagonal base is 36 square inches, how many inches are in the . ./ h . h . 
length of each side of the square base? j ( f:wo / v { )"'11 <) h A t2.. ~ ~~ tL . 'l 1 J · ~~ 
@ 6 (3) 24 anJ voluJvll5- 1 fJ..e_. a.J.-t.bS r::J( f:f.t1-1r 
(2) 9 (4) 36 btts-e> a;,e" e~ v~vL 

22 What is the difference between the sum of the measures of the ~-
interior angles of a regular pentagon and the sum of.the. measures ... ) fO {h vJ..) 
of the exterior angles of a regular pentagon? J f[O(Yl , J} .... n { f f:O -~ 
(1) 36 (3) 108 

(2) 12 w 18o I ~o(J _ )60 # Jfun f tso n ~ i6Q 
J g() Yl # -7 JJ) "• 
1 r:o [S) ~7)--0 ~ l 'tO 

23 If line e is perpendicular to distinct planes cp and Q, then planes p 
andQ 

@ are parallel 

(2) contain line e 
(3) are perpendicular 

( 4) intersect, but are not perpendicular 
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24 Which graph represents a circle whose equation is x2 + (y - 2)2 = 4? 

y y 

X X 

(3) 

y y 

X 

X 

(2) (4) 
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25 In the diagram below, AC and AD are tangent to circle B at points 

C and D, respectively, and BC, BD, and BA are drawn. 

(Not drawn to scale) 

If AC = 12 and AB = 15, what is the length of BD? 

(1) 5.5 (3) 12 

® 9 (4) 18 

26 Triangle ABC shown below is a right triangle with altitude AD drawn 
to the hypotenuse BC. 

A 

B 2 0 10 

Use this space for 
computations. 

If BD = 2 and DC = 10, what is the length of AB? 

(1) 2../2 

(2) 2J5 

@2J6 
(4) 2J30 

'j)-, ~{)-t\D) 
_x >-·· ~ :J-Lt --~ 
X, ~ ~'If~~'~ 
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Use this space for 
27 Triangle ABC has vertices A(O,O), B(6,8), and C(8,4). Which equation com.,P,utations.: \ ( ~ 

represents the perpendicular bisector of BC? ll1 1 d/ eX~ ~ o( l{O ( ~ J ill) ~ 0 b) 
(Jl 1 5 - ?-' 

(1) y = 2x- 6 ~y = 2x + 2 s I opu of 6G r- ~ ... ') .!t-. $. )_ 

(2) y = -2x + 4 (4) y =-~X+ ~ G -&- ,.~ 
(YIJ. ~± 

28 Chords AB and CD intersect at pointE in a circle with center at 0. 
If AE = 8, AB = 20, and DE = 16, what is the length of CE? 

@6 (3) 10 

(2) 9 (4) 12 

Geometry- August '13 [12] 
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Part II 

Answer all 6 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numeri.cal answer with no work shown will 
receive only l credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should he done in pencil. [12] 

29 T1iangle ABC has vertices A(6,6), 8(9,0), and C(3, -3). State and label the coordinates of ~A' B'C', 
the image of f:'~,.i\BC after a dilation of D 1_. 

:3 

Geometry -August '1:3 [1:3] [OVER] 



30 Using a compass and straightedge, construct the bisector of LMJH. 

[Leave all construction marks.] 

J 

Geometry- August '13 [14] 



31 Find, in simplest radical form, the length of the line segment with endpoints whose coordinates 
are ( -1,4) and (3, -2). 

[l- I~?) "-t {/r(-Ji' 

ltbf )f-, 

Geometry - August '13 
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32 In ~ABC, the measure of angle A is fifteen less than twice the measure of angle B. The measure 
of angle C equals the sum of the measures of angle A and angle B. Determine the measure of 
angle B. 

~~ ~8-IS 

c0 ~ tB 
!J f Btt ~ I g-o 

J r? -15 f 8 -t ;;_ B ~ /5 + 8 , I flO 
(;;[i-3o~ /?0 

(:, &~ ~D 
a~Js 

Geometry- August '13 [16] 



33 A circle has the equation (x - 3)2 + (y + 4)2 = 10. Find the coordinates of the center of the 
circle and the length of the circle's radius. 

c~n+-e...- {$J -~) 
ya)u'u> f/0 

Geometry - August •13 [17] [OVER] 



-}(-
' 
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Part III 

Answer all 3 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate fonnula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will 
receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should be done in pencil. [12] 

35 Given: 6.ABC, BD bisects LABC, BD j_ AC 

Prove: AB ~ CB 

YJ) I riljh f-an1/eJ. 

CD /::J A ec) 8D fs-e(.f> Lf.8G, \}'[LA(: (f) trJveq 

(2} ,c.. c 1)'0 2' LII81J De6hiff~;,. of cti11/e bi>e..e:for 

G) gD ~ go W/.aJtiVC- flvotr"o/ 
@ L c08 1- L/1 o 8 Q-re. r19lrf De {;Ju't it"' of f4r/JZJtdJ{->Jiov-

anJI.tr 
5 '-COl?';;"- LA o\1 

IJ}:A @ A COb'~A !ll>li - ____.. (j) /ll3 Gr' c & 
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36 Quadrilateral M.A.TII has coordinates M( -6, -3), A( -1, -3), T( -2, -1), and H( -4, -1). 
The image of quadrilateral MATH after the composition rx_· .. x·s o T,., .... is quadrilaterallvf"A"T"H". 

• £1,.. l. i ,C> 

State and label the coordinates of A1"A"T"l1". 
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.] 

ttl' ( I,;~) !J) t tj ~) 1· ' { ~ ~) h) ) { -~) t.0 
f'i''( kJ-) R " { (, -L) 1 11 {7, -~) H" 0, -tt) 

y 

Geometry- August '13 [20] 



37 Trapezoid TRAP, with median MQ, is shown in the diagram below. Solve algebraically for x andy. 

T 12y + 1 R 

1(12x-4)0 
\ _._ 

M 73-x-llj~y+ 1 0W-6,Xj~ 
.... ~ 

l (7x + 13)0 (6X) 0 

P 18y+6 A 

}J-x-lf fl~b 'b:X ff.x f7x t/3 ~ 160 
/1 X li ~~ ~ 3.bb 

&. ~ /7/ 
I'V/f 

x$9 
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Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. 
The answer should he written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done 
in pencil. [ 6] 

38 Quadrilateral ABCD with vertices A( -7,4), B( -3,6), C(3,0), and D(l, -8) is graphed on the set 

of axes below. Quadrilateral MNPQ is formed by joining M, N, P, and Q, the J\1idpoints of AB, 

BC, CD, and AD, respectively. 'Vl _ S- J_ c; l_ t r;;s f J~ 
.~.,KiJ - ->-6 -5 r ,.., D. t, 

Prove that quadrilateral MNPQ is a parallelogram. . _. . .,.'I-·[-)) _ 2 )., 0 jJ /' 0) l f(, 
fr\ f'J'D " ' ..;,. -- c .-.A) ~ (" 

"f ),t-U 5 . ,Jt,J.-V.J' 

y 

'til.~. '" ~ .. t u) 7l httv(, , 
,. lllf>J _, ~- s -;-' \ e_1 Vet 1 

0 .. )- ·"I-- '?'"-

./ )- --s -_7 )'' s o,pi.$9-; 
M ~~ ,; If I 

q r~ -~ _ (--s) :J..-. arr: 1"" 1 a tc 

jV)!J p q 15 ct (Atf)./ Mcrp1, 

;;:p < ~ e> -0 ) ')... + ( <:- J)"l ,1J<t 
fJ7i" {;_0-:;..Y-t- 0 · (-0'¥@ 

(Vl !j t ~ <; o ('I) ,N fl (~ i.> 
)1 tJt t1 r ~ OI'Jt 6v J )J·n ~e 

I l · 11 --· /i ,__p )1 o+ a s ; f/-.1! > '-1,- , \ ··' ' . 

+-i-----;.--+--'~~~~"F+--+-!--+-+......_..,.x L-N I r [_ft~rt, 
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